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Temples of Satan Message to Members…. REPRINTED AND 

POSTED 

In the recent days I have been involved along with several other 

Satanic Priests, working directly with channeling to Satan, and his 

somber message warns of coming disaster and coming turmoil. 

His image came to Satanic Priests in a circle that was used along 

with several icons of power including a slain goat, this message was 

interpreted by Grand Magister Blackwood a famous Satanic 

Conservative and Satanic Priest. 

Satan warned against riots due to rising gasoline prices and the 

general consumers inability to cope with higher prices at the pump, 

his vision included laughter and general thrill in the promise of 

impending riots as the masses are forced in near servitude to 

gasoline prices. 

Satan also made it clear that many will take up arms against the 

very founding document of freedom, attempting to change it, a feat 

that he also found amusing. 

Satan also warned about Obama and his attempt to install Marxist 

Policies that were ill designed and how this indirectly could harm 

the people of America through vast changes to the economic 

structure causing again widespread price hikes in consumer goods 

and even higher oil prices. 
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His demeanor seemed amused at makind and his goal are coming 

full circle in his attempt to cause Chaos and esurp even more power 

over this planet, his servants including the summoning Priests 

feared the visions and felt almost as Satan had a hand in the 

destruction of America. 

Rest assured that more is to come clear in the days ahead as Satan 

continues to appear and speak with not only Grand Magister 

Blackwood, but Grand Mage Wynter, and Magister Noxurna and 

others who request thier names be held in confidentiality. 

Satanism has been changing as it continues to see growth, it is 

beleived that soldiers ready to join Satan in this Chaos will benefit 

from thier behaviors, however somethings must be done to help the 

economic trends that are damaging everyone and everything that 

makes America great. 

Grand Magister Blackwood is currently working with several others 

to help society and negoitate with Satan to bring this Chaos to a 

minimum, however it is no easy task as Satan has controlled the 

planet since expulsion from the Kingdom of Yahweh. 

Beyond Satans message we as a society must provide a strong 

message to lawmakers to prevent the gasoline prices from soaring 

and begin reformation of the trading policies of commodities, and 

stop blaming the oil companies whose profit is less than that of the 

government. 

Satan is welcomed and his priests and ministry welcome his use of 

power to cause chaos, it however as anything they are able to 

communicate with him and provide some answers and promise to 

the current situation, a situation that the Christians God, and the 

Muslim’s God seemingly ignore, in masses. 



Satan desires chaos, be warned as you select chaos because no 

church, no cross, and no minister will save you from Satans chaos 

and during the rioting and chaos his return power is assured. 

The Priests are certain Satan is moving towards reappearance to 

everyone evident in his multiple appearances in dreams and during 

rituals and prayer to him. 

Where will you be? 

Grand Magister Blackwood 

 


